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INTRODUCTION

I N T R O D U C T I O N

DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
“By 2020, 60 percent of plant floor workers at G2000 manufacturers will work alongside automated assistance technologies such as robotics, 3D printing, AI and AR/VR.” 

Disrupt or Die
The definition of digital has changed. It is bigger and bolder, always on, real 
time, visual, intuitive, and getting smarter. Organizations today are faced with 
challenges introduced by digital—extreme automation, extreme connectivity, 
advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT), as well as 
changes to security, the nature of work, and the workforce. 
Based on how their organization responds to these challenges, 72 percent of 
CEOs believe that the next three years will be more critical for their industry 
than the last 50 years. By 2020, 25 percent of the world’s GDP will be digital. 
The mandate for all is to embark on a journey of digital transformation into the 
intelligent and connected enterprise. The options are clear: to disrupt operations, 
processes, infrastructure, and workforce—or risk becoming obsolete. In the 
digital world, it is disrupt or die. 
The majority of manufacturing leaders realize the tremendous potential of 
digital solutions. According to the figure below, more than three quarters of 
manufacturing companies view digital transformation as more of an opportunity 
than a risk.

EIM powers the Intelligent and Connected Enterprise
Advanced Enterprise Information Management (EIM) and Business-to-Business 
(B2B) integration provides the digital platform that manufacturers need to 
transform their operations and organizations into the smart factories of  
the future.

Digital transformation requires a pervasive shift to digitize tools, processes, and 
information to uncover new paths to value. There are many different routes to 
success, from technology adoption to building capacity to reinventing processes 
to partnering with digital innovators in evolving ecosystems of value. This book 
is an exploration of these paths in context of the manufacturing industry.

Is Digital Transformation a Risk or an Opportunity?

Risk Opportunity
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Digital Transformation

Smart Manufacturing Includes the IoT, AI, and the Cloud

Digital Transformation is a Top Business Priority for Manufacturers

https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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DIGITAL DISRUPTION
“The explosion in data and new computing capabilities—along with advances in other areas such as artificial intelligence, automation and robotics, additive technology, and 
human-machine interaction—are unleashing innovations that will change the nature of manufacturing itself.”

The Fourth Industrial Revolution will present manufacturing organizations with 
unlimited opportunities to acquire new customers, create new markets, and 
introduce new products and services. To survive, manufacturers in industries 
like automotive, aerospace, food and beverage, and retail will be required to 
embrace digital technologies like drone-based logistics, wearable devices, 3D 
printing, AI, automation and robotics, and the IoT. 

The Impact of Digital Technologies
The following disruptive technologies are having the most significant impact on 
the manufacturing industry (especially in relation to supply chain operations): 
�� Autonomous Cars, Trucks, and Drones will impact infrastructure and 
improve the efficiency of delivery networks
�� 3D printing and production will revolutionize manufacturing with zero-
length supply chains 
�� Wearable devices such as smart watches and glasses are helping improve 
warehouse and logistics management 
�� Advanced robotics platforms like “Baxter” and the “Foxbots” can automate 
manual production processes
�� The Cloud and the IoT and their impact on future B2B platforms will improve 
the efficiency of supply chain networks

Drones 3D Printing Wearables Robotics IoT

Knorr-Bremse uses OpenText Analytics and the IoT to enable intelligent fleet 
management and condition-based maintenance.
The ability to make predictive, data-driven decisions results in more efficient 
and cost effective repairs. With OpenText Analytics, customers have the ability 
to visualize the data through interactive graphical dashboards, reducing the 
reliance on IT to create new reports. For example, they can provide heat-maps of 
condition-based events, such as overheating brakes on a specific incline, helping 
customers put measures in place to reduce component failures, extending 
component life, and ultimately saving money. money.

Key Disruptive Technologies

Knorr-Bremse Customer Success Story

Knorr-Bremse Enhances Analytics Platform Capabilities 
with OpenText

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://otex.hss.vidavee.com/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/0F75660EA69623D5B33EDEA4E769F3D9.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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Using OpenText Information Hub (iHub), iTAC has the business intelligence (BI), 
operational and analytical capabilities needed to support customer demands 
for greater intelligence, quality control and traceability throughout the entire 
manufacturing process.

“With iHub from OpenText Analytics, our customers can produce attractive, 
compelling visualizations in no time from a variety of application data.”

 – DIETER MEUSER, CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER AT ITAC

A Platform for Smart Factories
Welcome to the Smart Factory of the future, where machines coordinate the 
production and distribution of custom products made up of component parts 
and materials sourced from hundreds of suppliers. Processes like proactive 
replenishment and predictive maintenance are fully automated. Humans 
interact with machines, working side by side to guide digitized processes and 
robots. Analytics helps to improve the operational efficiency of connected 
industrial equipment.  
In the Smart Factory of the future, the foundation layer will be automation 
intensive: all production processes will be highly or completely automated 
with few or no people involved in production operations. An operational layer 
will support real-time decision-making environments. The connection between 
factory technology and enterprise systems is based around an IoT layer 
for a seamless transition from Operation Technology (OT) to IT systems. To 
integrate physical and digital supply chains, manufacturers will need access to 
a cloud-based integration platform that can connect a wide variety of devices,  
equipment, and software. A machine-to-machine API or middleware layer that sits 
between the piece of equipment and the supply chain management environment 
will provide the link between physical and digital supply chains and provide the 
cornerstone for a closed-loop digital supply chain infrastructure. 

The Smart FactoryDigital Manufacturing

Aftermarket Service and Support

Digital Product Design

Production Feedback Loop

Design Feedback Lo
op

Digital Supply Chain

Financial 
Institutions

3PL

Suppliers

Service 
Providers

iTAC Software AG uses analytics and the IoT to enable smart 
factories in the digital world

The Smart Factory of the Future

iTAC Software AG Customer Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://v2e9r2n5.map2.ssl.hwcdn.net/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/0E3E0A5AA1C828BF82A771AAA7689B89.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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MANUFACTURING AS A DIGITAL BUSINESS
“Manufacturers are going to face really fierce competition over every scrap of market share available and there will certainly be winners and losers.” 

Despite being an $11 trillion industry, much of manufacturing is lagging behind 
other industries in adopting digital technologies. In the coming decades, 
competition will be fierce. Manufacturing organizations in all sectors will need 
to disrupt their operations or risk being replaced by more nimble players. These 
market entrants are using new business models to deliver products and services. 
Startups like Boxed, DeepMap, and Misty Robotics are challenging the status 
quo and pushing the limits of innovation and imagination.
While the disruptive technologies are enablers for digitization, true  
transformation involves much more than adopting new technologies. 
Along with upfront investments to modernize and consolidate enterprise 
systems, new business models, process support, and the requisite skills 
are essential for transformational success. To succeed in the digital world, 
manufacturing organizations will be required to evolve from traditional, stand-
alone entities with linear value chains into digital manufacturing businesses 
that support a digital supply chain and function in the context of a larger  
manufacturing ecosystem.
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Components of a Digital Manufacturing Business
A digital manufacturing business is characterized by an open, flexible value 
chain made up of an extended ecosystem of suppliers and partners. As a digital 
manufacturer, every process from “create to consume” is digitized throughout 
the complete lifecycle of a product. Information is managed using a common 
digital platform.
The figure below breaks down the lifecycle of a product into component stages 
or processes with the digital consumer at the hub. At each stage of a product’s 
lifecycle, different technologies generate different types of information. All 
this information must be managed in order to maximize output, performance, 
and insight.
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The Extended Digital Manufacturing Ecosystem The Components of a Digital Manufacturing Business

https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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The Drivers of Digital Transformation
To respond to changing requirements with agility, manufacturing organizations 
must consolidate and modernize their enterprise IT infrastructures. With the  
proper technologies in place, manufacturers can form robust business  
ecosystems to deliver the products and services that meet the complex 
demands of today’s digital consumers. Several market factors are accelerating 
the adoption of digital technologies and driving the transformation of 
traditional manufacturers.

Consolidation & 
Modernization

Digital 
Consumers

Digital 
Technologies

Globalization

Standardization

Compliance

Drivers of Digital 
Transformation

Deploying a seamless global B2B electronic trading network

“With OpenText B2B Managed Services, we will increase global visibility across 
our base of B2B transactions with considerably improved monitoring capabilities.”

 – DAVID TOULOTTE, DOMAIN MANAGER, IT EUROPE, ARCELORMITTAL

New Business Models Emerge
The drivers of digital transformation are rendering well-established business 
models obsolete. Platforms-as-a-Service (PaaS), a subscription-based services 
economy, and monetizing data are just a few of the new business models that 
are enabling manufacturers to transform their operations. In the digital world, 
success will hinge on a manufacturer’s ability to deliver services-based offerings 
in place of stand-alone products, to convert one-time transactions into recurring 
interactions over the lifetime of a product, and to uncover new streams of revenue 
from their business data.
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IoT Services Roadmap

The Drivers of Digital Transformation

New Business Models Emerge

ArcelorMittal Customer Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://otex.hss.vidavee.com/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/B25871E64E783CDA7A255BE224F557E1.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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EIM AND THE DIGITAL THREAD
“Digital manufacturing technologies will transform every link in the manufacturing value chain, from research and development, supply chain, and factory operations to 
marketing, sales, and services.” 

Data is the lifeblood of smart business operations. In the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, information is a key strategic component for every manufacturer. 
Future supply chains will rely on Enterprise Information Management (EIM) 
as the enabling digital backbone and B2B integration platforms to connect 
information at every juncture, or to interlace the digital thread throughout the 
manufacturing process. 
EIM manages the flow of information across the enterprise—from engagement 
to insight. It empowers manufacturing organizations to digitize their processes 
so that they can mitigate strategic risk and uncertainty, while creating new value. 
Whether process or discrete, food and beverage, Consumer Packaged Goods 
(CPG), technology companies, or retail organizations, EIM helps organizations 
anticipate opportunity from disruption, enabling true transformation to occur.

Installation of Various 
Sensors on Production 

Facilities and Machinery
Real-time Monitors

Automation Environmental Monitoring

Tap commercial 
innovation

Connect 
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machines

Secure 
physical & 
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externally
Expandable 
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OpenText helps manufacturers to centrally manage, archive, and 
collaborate with engineering-related information at the design stage 
of product manufacturing

Design-based product information has become more pervasive across the 
extended enterprise and all stakeholders need access to this information any 
time, or anywhere, regardless of their technical capability.
Using a centralized approach to managing all digital information related to 
the design and engineering process helps manufacturers to lower costs, 
reduce product introduction times and simplify collaboration with internal and 
external stakeholders.

Read the full 
solution overview

Data Generated at a Manufacturing Plant

OpenText in Manufacturing: Design & Engineering Information Management  
Solution Overview

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-design-engineering-info-mgmt-en.pdf?elqTrackId=E8ACF386D69FF17B2684C42D2C5598E8&elq=68d04a486e2e4c358d5d9227f1470b30&elqaid=25955&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19332
https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-design-engineering-info-mgmt-en.pdf?elqTrackId=E8ACF386D69FF17B2684C42D2C5598E8&elq=68d04a486e2e4c358d5d9227f1470b30&elqaid=25955&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19332
https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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Connecting the Digital Thread—From Create to Consume
Manufacturing is complex, involving an array of design, engineering, production, 
distribution, and service activities. Comprehensive, end-to-end processes 
are essential for operational efficiency and product quality. The digital thread 
describes this flow of data throughout the manufacturing process, including 
design, modeling, quality assurance, manufacturing, and post-production sales 
and services. Having the appropriate digital infrastructure—one that can store, 
access, digitize, and analyze vast amounts of data and interoperate across 
multiple systems and processes—is critical.

Digitizing Processes
In the digital world, technology enables processes to operate seamlessly, 
efficiently, and rapidly to meet the heightened expectations of 
customers and drive competitive advantage. The benefits of digitizing 
information-intensive processes are numerous. Costs can be reduced 
by up to 90 percent and turnaround times improved. Errors can be  
reduced. New channels and new routes to the customer can be leveraged. 
Replacing manual paper-based processes with digitized processes and 
documents allows businesses to collect data to better understand process 
performance, costs, and risk factors. EIM delivers an integrated, cloud-based 
platform for information and process management in product design and 
engineering, plant maintenance and asset management, and aftermarket  
service and support.
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OpenText B2B Managed Services enables complete visibility into B2B processes 
to allow key staff to focus on top line growth and innovation.

“OpenText B2B Managed Services is a great fit because we can stay focused on 
core business and also meet our goals for digital transformation. Implementing 
OpenText has increased our efficiency and helped drive down costs. And we 
have met our number one goal of helping key staff focus on the business, so we 
continue to grow, innovate and get our sales teams what they need in the field.”

 – CHARLES WALLACE, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, SOLENIS

Solenis chooses OpenText to digitize and manage its global B2B 
supply chain

Mining the Supply Chain Data Lake for Insights

Solenis Customer Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://otex.hss.vidavee.com/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/4CB10961EE85E62C2D2D039617F23B17.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN
“It’s not the organizations that are competing. It’s the supply chains.” 

New digital technologies are allowing even the smallest supplier to work 
electronically with their customers. Cloud, mobile, big data, and the IoT are 
the cornerstones of today’s efforts to digitally enable global supply chains. If 
manufacturers want to quickly build flexibility and scalability into their global 
operations, implementing a digital supply chain strategy is no longer an option—
it is essential.
To effectively orchestrate today’s outsourced and distributed digital supply 
chains, organizations must tightly coordinate the flow of goods, communications, 
and commerce across business partners. With the intricacy and frequency 
of business transactions, this involves a high degree of coordination, data 
synchronization, and automated transactions.

Pervasive 
Visibility

Proactive 
Replenishment

Predictive 
Maintenance

End-to-end visibility 
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point-of-manufacture 
to point-of-delivery

Optimization and 
automated ordering of 

inventory at the 
ultimate point-of-sale

Self diagnostics identify 
failing components 

resulting in automated 
ordering of parts

OpenText helps manufacturers to digitally enable their supply 
chain operations 

Regardless of how a supply chain transformation project is deployed, it is 
important that digital information or electronic business transactions are able 
to continue flowing seamlessly from one end of the supply chain to the other.  
Whether supporting just-in-time production operations in the automotive 
industry or a reverse logistics process in the high tech industry, having access 
to a single, common B2B platform through which EDI transactions can flow 
seamlessly is an important goal of many companies today.

Read the full 
solution overview

IoT-focused Business Processes

OpenText in Manufacturing: Supply Chain Enablement Solution Overview

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-supply-chain-enablement-en.pdf?elqTrackId=0A8D04D7EADE8055381007E15F5AAF26&elq=dd5be8f43d234660ba2a9c72c7fc31f9&elqaid=25827&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19272
https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-supply-chain-enablement-en.pdf?elqTrackId=0A8D04D7EADE8055381007E15F5AAF26&elq=dd5be8f43d234660ba2a9c72c7fc31f9&elqaid=25827&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19272
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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B2B and EIM Integration: Impacting Every Manufacturing Process
EIM, B2B integration, and the IoT are the fundamental infrastructure building blocks required to support digital manufacturing operations. With the following five 
cornerstones in place, digital enterprises can layer EIM capabilities for added value:

OpenText EIM Provides the Foundation for an IoT Platform
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Experience
Device & 
Identity 
Mgmt

Device 
Management

How do I efficiently 
and safely provision 
large numbers of IoT 

devices?

�� Experience solutions deliver device management via web portals and 
mobile apps, allowing manufacturers to remotely configure and manage IoT-
connected devices (such as sensors) for added control. 
�� Content solutions provide a centralized hub for information management, 
enabling companies to manage and archive the volumes of information 
collected and generated by IoT-connected devices. 
�� Analytics can be applied to mine sensor data and identify trends to trigger 
event-based supply chain processes and uncover insights.
�� B2B integration provides a secure, digital platform to exchange trading 
partner information and seamlessly integrate with enterprise systems, 
devices, and apps.
�� Process solutions can be applied to ensure sensor-based information aligns 
with and supports key supply chain processes, such as a Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI) process. Additionally, process solutions can enhance 
security by ensuring information is getting to the right person, in the right 
place, at the right time. Identity and Access Management solutions help to 
“wrap” a security layer around connected devices. 

EIM provides the technical backbone manufacturers need to reinvent their 
supply chains. When enterprise systems, B2B platforms, and IoT networks are 
integrated to control the flow of information across the entire supply chain with 
partners, suppliers and customers, manufacturers can unlock the full potential 
of digital. Blockchain and the IoT will lay the foundation for the “Autonomous 
Supply Chain”. The ability for a supply chain to become self-governing and able 
to respond to situations based on real-time inputs from connected IoT devices 
will transform how companies optimize their supply chains.

The Five Cornerstones of an IoT Platform

https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT
“Not only are intelligent machines on the verge of taking over, but consumers want them to. Indeed… by 2025, AI will power 95 percent of all customer interactions, including live 
telephone and online conversations that will leave customers unable to ‘spot the bot’.” 

Today’s fast-moving consumer market is putting pressure on manufacturers to 
be able to share digital product information seamlessly and quickly across retail 
and distribution channels. The challenge for manufacturers and retailers will be 
to integrate all communications across multiple channels. 
To deliver a seamless experience for distributors, retailers, and customers, 
manufacturers need to take a holistic view, bringing communication channels, 
information, and technologies together in a single, unified “hub.” A winning 
approach requires a comprehensive EIM solution—one that incorporates all 
aspects of digital engagement, from processes and information exchange with 
distributors to the automated delivery of personalized content to consumers. 
Only EIM securely integrates Customer Experience Management (CEM) solutions 
like Digital Asset Management (DAM) with process management, real-time data 
platforms, and analytics for true digital transformation and business agility.

Supplier Manufacturer Distributor Retailer Shopper

Information FinanceProduct

Information FinanceProduct

OpenText helps manufacturers, retailers and distributors to centrally 
manage and archive all product related digital assets. 

Establishing a centralized approach to managing enterprise information allows 
digital product-related information to become more pervasive across internal 
and external stakeholders.
A centralized archive approach allows a global network of retailers to access 
product information at the same time. This becomes important when trying to 
coordinate the global launch of a new product for example. In addition to retail 
and distribution networks, a number of other stakeholders need to get access 
to product specific information. This could include video production companies, 
advertising agencies, graphics companies and other organizations involved with 
the new product introduction process.

Read the full 
solution overview

EIM Supports the Two-way Exchange of Business Information

OpenText in Manufacturing: Retailer/Distributor Engagement Solution Overview

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-retailer-distributor-engagement-en.pdf?elqTrackId=D9379D75B054419082B89DA0C4F24ADB&elq=f832f78456ec45aa82f0bd378b7f3c58&elqaid=25858&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19289
https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/en_US/PDF/opentext-so-manufacturing-retailer-distributor-engagement-en.pdf?elqTrackId=D9379D75B054419082B89DA0C4F24ADB&elq=f832f78456ec45aa82f0bd378b7f3c58&elqaid=25858&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=19289
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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Distributor Engagement
EIM supports the two-way exchange of information between manufacturers 
and local retailers and distributors, while providing the controls needed to 
maintain a consistent customer experience. When information can flow freely 
in both directions, manufacturers can extract added value by gaining insights, 
such as local market trends, performance, consumer preferences, and 
customer feedback. 
Manufacturing products is becoming increasingly complex. This is not just in the 
number of parts they may contain, but also based on the sheer volume of digital 
information supporting each component part of a manufactured product. This 
information needs to be managed and archived in a centralized DAM environment, 
where multiple versions can be controlled to ensure that the very latest digital 
asset is being used. As illustrated below, if a car manufacturer is launching a new 
model to market, they need to ensure that their dealer network has all digital 
assets in place. From a centralized and secure hub, each dealer can download 
related content as part of a dealership marketing campaign.
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HR Legal Finance

How EIM support the lifecycle of a vehicle

How EIM support the lifecycle of 
a vehicle

Consumer Engagement
As consumer expectations change and technology progresses, the global retail 
industry is in the midst of a significant shift in operations. New technologies are 
forcing manufacturers and retailers to re-engineer business processes. The 
IoT and related location-based technologies like sensors and beacons will be 
used to deliver targeted information, products, and services in the customer’s 
moment of need. When analytics are applied to the data collected by disruptive 
technologies, organizations can transform business intelligence into actionable 
insights to deepen engagement.
Customer engagement has transitioned from a multi-channel experience to an 
omni-channel experience. Omni-channel excellence depends on more than just 
combining digital and physical channels. A digitized supply chain enables omni-
channel execution, especially at the store level. Superior omni-channel support 
requires 90 percent inventory accuracy, as well as consumers’ convenience and 
choice in order fulfillment and delivery processes.

OpenText Media Management serves up digital assets for multichannel strategy.

Argos underpins digital transformation strategy with OpenText

Retailer/Distributor Engagement

Argos Customer Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://otex.hss.vidavee.com/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/E3596B1E4EEBC28B8DDC639A6E5DB602.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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DIGITAL GOVERNANCE, RISK, COMPLIANCE AND CERTIFICATION
“Every company is just one bad decision or one ‘bad employee’ away from scandal, one scandal away from a salacious headline, and one headline away from a flood 
of lawsuits.” 

In an industry where non-compliance can have devastating consequences—
ranging from the erosion of brand equity, crippling fines, unsafe products, recalls, 
lawsuits, and even loss of life—digital manufacturers cannot afford to overlook 
the integral role that a Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) program plays 
in shaping the enterprise.
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Management

B2B Integration

ERP Integration

Content-enriched 
Business 

Processes
Secure Information 

Exchange

Analytics & AI

Engagement

Risk
Analysis and 

assessment of risks

Governance
Corporate governance 

and control

Compliance
Compliance with 

legislations, regulations 
and company policies

EIM delivers a seamless GRC solution that connects procedural guidance with 
documentation, process execution tools, reporting and audits, and integration 
with ERP systems. It acts as a central nervous system to capture, track, and  
report on regulatory requirements. EIM brings consistency and scale to 
the management and preservation of information by incorporating records 
management with solutions for archiving, email management, search,  
and eDiscovery.

Information Security in Manufacturing
Many GRC procedures are centered on documents and document processes. 
For this reason, Records Management (RM) plays a strong role in addressing GRC 
issues. Effective records management is not just about information preservation; 
it is also about adding value to manufacturing activities throughout the entire 
product lifecycle. Content such as emails, documents, and paper files can be 
classified as business records and managed—from capture to archive—to 
comply with governance and regulatory requirements.

Capture Classify Manage Discover Archive

As the volume and variety of enterprise information increases and regulations 
continue to evolve, digital manufacturers will be required to ensure information 
systems, and the records they store, are protected and individual rights 
are respected. Organizations that can get this right will keep a step ahead of 
their competitors.A Unified GRC Powers the Digital Enterprise

Complete Lifecycle Management of Records

https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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The extended manufacturing ecosystem continues to grow, adding suppliers, 
partners, customers, and connected equipment and products. This means more 
endpoints, identities, and data that must be handled in a compliant manner. 
Manufacturing is now one of the most frequently hacked industries. As the 
number of endpoints in the extended enterprise ecosystem grow, and data  
moves outside the firewall to the Cloud, the more vital next-generation 
technologies like AI-driven automation, quantum computing, Identity Access 
Management (IAM), and cloud security will become.

OpenText Extended ECM for SAP® delivers governance and 
compliance solutions

In many service processes, paper-based transactions are now a thing of the 
past as existing paper files are being digitized. MAN Diesel & Turbo is saving 
valuable time spent on searches and maintaining paper archives along with the 
large number of their digital archives. The integrated solution is also reducing 
maintenance requirements through the replacement of legacy systems, enabling 
the company to modernize its infrastructure, digitally transform key processes, 
and comply with regulations.

“OpenText supplies seamless integration with both SAP and Microsoft.”
 – ACHIM WILKE, FGIIWC CONTENT & WORKPLACE, MAN DIESEL & TURBO SE, HEAD OF THE 
OPENTEXT PROJECT

Read the full story

Traditional Security
Designed for static 
devices behind 
traditional network 
protection

Cloud-ready 
Security

 

Designed for 
elastic cloud 
environments

The IoT has the potential to increase the number of devices on an enterprise’s 
network by an order of magnitude. In many cases, information is currently 
exchanged over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-
computer interaction, based on M2M communications. With almost half of 
manufacturers using mobile apps for their connected products, and three-
quarters using Wi-Fi networks to transmit data to and from those connected 
products, digital manufacturers have a considerably vulnerable—and sizable—
threat surface to monitor. Many of these devices will be used in manufacturing 
facilities, on factory floors and productions lines, while others will find their way 
into the consumer marketplace in the form of connected products. 

Is Your Enterprise Security Cloud Ready?

Digital Processes Provided Legal Security at MAN Diesel & Turbo Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/Customers/en_US/PDF/man-diesel-en2.pdf
https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/Customers/en_US/PDF/man-diesel-en2.pdf
https://www.opentext.com/digital-manufacturing
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EIM – BUILDING THE INTELLIGENT AND CONNECTED ENTERPRISE
“Digital transformation is not a quick-fix solution within rigid manufacturing processes and resources, but a long-term commitment and imperative.” 

For the intelligent and connected enterprise, information is a strategic asset. It 
has replaced size, scale, access to resources, and geographic presence as a key 
driver of competitive advantage. Manufacturers that leverage their information 
to innovate and grow will be the ones that succeed. 
The goal for every modern manufacturing organization is to leverage their 
information and disruptive digital technologies in order to transform into an 
intelligent and connected enterprise. But how can they unlock the power of 
their information without compromising productivity and security? Enterprise 
Information Management (EIM) helps manufacturers innovate and thrive in the 
digital world. This chapter explores EIM as an integrated set of technologies and 
outlines an agenda for digital transformation. 

EIM: The Digital Platform for Transformation
EIM enables manufacturers to secure their information across the diverse and 
complex landscapes of organizational departments, legacy systems, corporate 
and regulatory policies, business content, and unstructured big data. As an 
integrated platform of suites, EIM assembles information flows and expands them 
beyond simple tasks to add value as information moves through the enterprise. 
The core technologies of EIM work together to create an end-to-end platform 
for sharing, collaboration, analysis, and decision-making, based on the effective 
management of information, enabling manufacturers to harness its potential 
while mitigating its risk.

Calculation

Automation

Cognitive

Mainframes
Monolithic

Client Server
Internet

Cloud

Digital

Artificial 
Intelligence

Client Server Web Services Micro Services

Computing has changed

•  Always on, connected, real time
•  Visual and has sensors
•  Workforce is fluid and global
•  Takes one finger to use
•  Users are changing the way IT works
•  Wicked smart

The Nature of Computing Has Changed EIM – The Digital Platform of the Future

https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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OpenText Media Management provides enterprise-wide Digital Asset 
Management, streamlining workflow and speeding up processes

Marks & Spencer needed to efficiently handle product images and videos for 
its website and other channels, with 800 users interacting with more than 2,500 
new assets each day. OpenText Media Management has streamlined the process, 
providing a single system that ensures brand consistency, saves time, and avoids 
unnecessary asset recreation.

“After the upgrade to OpenText Media Management v16, we sent out a 
questionnaire, and 98 percent of users gave it a positive rating. The user 
interface is so clear and intuitive, it really helps our users get our assets to the 
website in the shortest time.”

 – BETH CROSS, PRODUCT OWNER, MARKS & SPENCER 

Read the full story

EIM Technologies Support the Product Lifecycle
A digital manufacturing enterprise supports activities throughout the lifecycle 
of manufactured products and the facilities used for production and distribution. 
Information is critical for every lifecycle activity. 
Across every stage in a product’s lifecycle, EIM transforms the manufacturing 
organization into an intelligent and connected enterprise—from capturing 
customer needs and wants in new product design to manufacturing, logistics, 
and aftermarket service. Every transaction, every process, and all of the data 
that flows in between is digital—from internal ERP and Manufacturing Execution 
Systems (MES) to external partner and supply systems in an extended ecosystem 
in the Cloud. Its underlying systems are fast and configurable. It supports 
technologies that enhance automation, like sensors, M2M communications, 
and AI. When processes and data are fully integrated, predictive analytics can 
be applied to add value all across the enterprise and its supply network—for 
insights into better performance, customer behavior, and product innovation.

Global System 
Management

Visibility, Alerting, 
Analytics

ERP 
Integration

Data & Processing 
Intelligence
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Translation

24/7 Monitoring 
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Program 
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OpenText B2B Managed ServicesInternal External

WMS TMS

ERP

Custom Apps

Managed Services for Outsourced B2B Integration

Marks & Spencer Efficiently Manages Digital Assets with OpenText Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/Customers/en_US/PDF/MS_1318_EN.pdf
https://www.opentext.com/file_source/OpenText/Customers/en_US/PDF/MS_1318_EN.pdf
https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE MANAGEMENT
“Industrial companies that don’t invest in data now will eventually be like consumer companies that missed the Internet: It’s going to be too late.” 

Managing and harnessing information is essential to driving an agenda for 
innovation and growth. Stakeholders throughout the supply chain ecosystem 
will need access to information from a variety of sources, including the Cloud, 
mobile, IoT, smart meters, 3D printers, and mobile devices. The demand for this 
information will grow as it expands in format and volume. EIM is a fundamental 
enabler of digital transformation based on an integrated infrastructure 
that delivers secure information and services. As outlined in this chapter, a 
transformational strategy can be effectively guided by EIM processes, principles, 
standards, and effective leadership.

Transformational Strategies
The manufacturer of the future will be holistic and expansive to include digital 
value chains and an extended ecosystem of customers, partners, and suppliers. 
IT infrastructure will be consolidated and processes streamlined to support 
superior omni-channel experiences and employee engagement. To implement 
transformational strategies, manufacturers should:
�� Invest in emerging, digital technologies
�� Integrate enterprise infrastructure (align IT/OT)
�� Obsess about the customer
�� Develop agile processes
�� Expand the digital ecosystem
�� Build capacity
�� Focus on information as an asset

Investments 
in Digital 

Technologies
Information 
as an Asset

IT/OT 
Alignment

Customer 
Centricity

Agile 
Processes

Digital 
Ecosystem

Transformational 
Strategies

Skill Sets 
and 

Capacity

EIM provides a strategic blueprint for transformational success. This vision of 
transformation is being defined today and improved upon for future generations. 
Structures and processes are evolving, and journeys down the path to making 
the vision a reality will be many and variant. The good news is—as illustrated 
throughout this book—the technology is available, and many enterprises have 
already taken their first steps toward implementing a digital strategy with EIM at 
its foundation.

Transformational Strategies

https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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Fifteen Best Practices for Digital Transformation
To accomplish a foundation for transformational change, manufacturers in all 
industries must establish a proven methodology and tested methods. Here are 
15 best practices for the effective execution of a best-in-class methodology for 
digital transformation:

1. Identify opportunities for transformation. 
2. Define an appropriate strategy based on goals and objectives.
3. Evaluate your business case.
4. Have a strong champion and dedicated team.
5. Recognize that transformation is not solely a technological issue.
6. Start small, but plan for a journey.
7. Pilot and assess your progress.
8. Demonstrate incremental progress.
9. Identify and communicate links between scorecards and dashboards to 

streamline reporting and analysis.
10. Determine current state of skill competence and establish new 

competencies.
11. Collaborate and talk to users.
12. Create a digital sandbox or testing ground.
13. Adopt an entrepreneurial attitude and think like a disruptor.
14. Operationalize and measure your success.
15. Create a culture of digital innovation and transformation.

To meet its high standard for customer service, comply with industry 
regulations, and reduce time-to-market, Tarkett implemented a global Digital 
Asset Management (DAM) system.  The system is eliminating duplication, which 
has lowered the costs associated with storage requirements. The first phase of 
the project was foundational, with the next phase expanding usage out to other 
departments, covering 6,000 staff members, helping to ensure accuracy of 
information across the company on a global basis.

“In the past, locating an asset could take days, now it’s minutes at most.”

 – RICHARD BURBAUD, IT FRONT OFFICE SOLUTIONS DIRECTOR, TARKETT

Customer centricity is what keeps Tarkett’s focus on delivering 
exceptional customer service

Tarkett Customer Success Story

Hold down Command + click on Mac 
or Ctrl + click on Windows to view

http://otex.hss.vidavee.com/vidad/sunnyside.vidavee.com/opentext/OTUnrestricted/78669727703EAFBE2DC471B42E8738C6.mp4
https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/digital-manufacturing?elqcampaignid=33132
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 customer case studies
 executive insights
 smart manufacturing and disruptive technologies
 key manufacturing challenges
 best practices
 innovative digital software solutions
 platform for the Intelligent and Connected Enterprise

Digital Manufacturing features:

We are in the midst of what has been called the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 
It is being driven by technology advancements in software, analytics, AI, 
machine learning, quantum mechanics, robotics, the IoT, material science, 3D 
printing, automated cars, and more. 
This revolution will have a profound effect on the manufacturing industry.
As the proven digital backbone for manufacturers and smart factories around 
the world, Enterprise Information Management (EIM) securely brings together 
disruptive technologies to manage, store, and analyze information all along 
the supply chain. This book illustrates how innovative manufacturers are using 
EIM to digitize critical activities throughout the lifecycle of manufactured 
products and facilities—from design through to manufacturing, logistics, 
distribution, sales and support.

All quotes and statistics are sourced in the completed version of Digital Manufacturing, ©2018, Open Text Corporation.

READ THE FULL VERSION OF 
DIGITAL MANUFACTURING BOOK
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